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bstract

Deflagrations of hydrogen mixed with air have been studied in an open space and inside a shock tube to provide fundamental data needed for
afety evaluations and validation of computer models. The open space tests were performed in 5.2- and 37-m3 rectangular tents and in a 300-m3

emispherical tent that were filled with quiescent, homogenous mixtures ranging from 15 to 57% hydrogen by volume. The mixture was contained
y a very thin plastic membrane that was cut just prior to igniting the mixture with a spark at the bottom center to prevent confinement of the mass
ow. The information collected included flame front propagation monitored with ionization probes, the pressure–time histories of the resulting
last, and radiated heat obtained from thermal flux sensors. In these experiments the following results were obtained. (i) Deflagration of 30%
ydrogen generated a much higher overpressure than deflagration of 9.5% natural gas. (ii) The flame propagation velocity and generated pressure

ere remarkably influenced by the hydrogen concentration. (iii) Turbulence caused by obstacles within the gas mixture and increasing the gas
ixture volume increased the speed of the flame propagation and the overpressure. (iv) The combustion inside a tube also showed a high-speed

eflagration. These results are useful to re-examine the existing codes and standards.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

SRI International has developed a suite of testing facilities
or the Institute of Applied Energy (IAE) to acquire data on the
eflagration and detonation of hydrogen and air mixtures. The
rogram is administered through the New Energy and Indus-
rial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) as part
f the Development for Safe Utilization and Infrastructure of
ydrogen program. Initial tests were performed at small-scale
ithin a prismatic tent having a volume of about 5.2 m3 [1].
rectangular lattice obstacle array duplicating that used on

he EMERGE [2] experiments (volume blockage ratio = 10.9%)
as used on some small-scale tests to study turbulent deflagra-

ions. The flame front position as a function of time was moni-
ored with ionization pins and the resulting blast was measured
ith pressure transducers. The dimensions of the small-scale
acility were scaled up by a factor of 1.92 to create a medium-
cale facility with a volume of 37 m3 [3]. Tests included lean
ixtures of 20% H2, stoichiometric mixtures of 30% H2, and

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +81 3 3508 8894; fax: +81 3 3501 8021.
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ich mixtures of 57% H2. Deflagrations and detonations were
tudied.

A large-scale facility was constructed to enclose a volume of
00 m3. A geodesic dome frame supports a thin plastic mem-
rane to form a tent to contain the hydrogen/air mixture. Two
ests have been performed in which a stoichiometric hydrogen
nd air mixture were ignited by a spark. Additional tests include
lean mixture test with 15% H2 and a detonation test with a

toichiometric mixture ignited by an explosive.
A rapid release of large quantity of hydrogen and the con-

equent deflagration have been investigated. Deflagration of
ydrogen in a large tube as a model of a tunnel has been studied.

. Experimental

Tests have been or are being performed that explore the
nteraction of the blast wave with a protective wall, scaling of
last parameters from small, medium, and large-scale deflagra-
ions and detonations, turbulent enhancement from obstacles,

he effects from a rapid large-scale release of hydrogen that is
gnited to form a flame jet, and the confinement effect of tubes.

The mixture for the small, medium, and large-scale tests is
ontained within a thin (0.008–0.025 mm) polyethylene film

mailto:iwabuchi@iae.or.jp
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.04.062
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Fig. 1. Tent (37-m3)

ent that is cut just prior to initiation along the perimeter to
revent confinement of the mass flow. Hydrogen is introduced
nto the tent from compressed gas bottles through a solenoid
alve. The mixture concentration is monitored by an H2scan
odel 11320021 sensor that can be isolated from the tent dur-

ng the deflagration. A sampling tube draws the tent mixture
rom near the bottom of the tent, past the hydrogen sensors,
nd then discharges it back into the tent. The hydrogen and
ir is mixed inside the tent with multiple fans for 15–30 min
fter obtaining a stable reading on the hydrogen sensor. The
nternal fans are turned off several minutes before initiation.
eflagrations are initiated by a spark from a 40-J capacitive dis-

harge unit (CDU). A 10 g booster of C-4 explosive (5.2 × 104 J)
s used to initiate a detonation in a stoichiometric mixture.
he initiation point is at the bottom center of the tent for all

ests.
Flame front propagation is monitored with Dynasen CA-

040 ionization pins for the small and medium-scale tests;
ustom ion probes are used at large-scale. The blast pressure
s measured using PCB Piezotronics model 133A36, 137A23,
nd 112M343 quartz pressure transducers. The transducers are

lectrically and mechanically isolated from the test bed and
rotected from the thermal load produced by the combustion.
he deflagration or detonation is recorded using standard digital
ideo and IR cameras.

T
t
w

ig. 2. Effects of ignition source and hydrogen concentration on peak pressure an
tmospheric pressure (Pa), �P = Pm – P0, Pm: peak pressure (Pa).
× 4.3 m × 2 m (H)).

. Results and discussion

.1. Tests with a 5.2-m3 source

The small-scale source was used in an open space where
stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and air was contained
ithin a 5.2-m3 rectangular volume. Blast pressure was mon-

tored inside the tent, and at several free-field locations. The
last pressures in the free field decayed according to a power
aw. We observed the maximum overpressure of 1.5 kPa at a
ange of 11 m from the gas mixture, under the condition of no
bstacle and an electric spark ignition. That was much higher
han the maximum overpressure of 0.18 kPa from 9.5% natu-
al gas deflagration, which was tested for reference by JAERI.

rectangular lattice obstacle array inside a 30% hydrogen
ixture accelerated the flame propagation velocity and caused

lmost the same overpressures as the detonation initiated by C-4
xplosive.

.2. Tests with a 37-m3 source
The medium-scale rectangular source has a volume of 37 m3.
he test facility is shown in Fig. 1. The flame front was moni-

ored with ionization pins and the resulting blast was measured
ith pressure transducers. The free-field transducer locations

d impulse: R: range (m), R0 = (E/P0)1/3, E: combustion heat (J) (LHV), P0:
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Fig. 3. Tent (300-m3) for homogeneous concentration gas mixture (9.7 m (diam-
eter of bottom) × 5.7 m (height)).
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ere scaled by a factor of 1.92, permitting comparison with data
rom the small-scale tests. Deflagration tests were performed
sing lean (20% H2), stoichiometric (30%), and rich (57% H2)
ixtures, and one detonation test was performed with a stoi-

hiometric mixture. Fig. 2 gives the Sachs-scaled surface blast
verpressure and impulse as a function of scaled range for both
he medium-scale tests and the small-scale tests. The character-
stic length is defined as, R0 = (E/P0)1/3, where E is the energy
f the source and P0 is the ambient pressure.

The overpressure data from the same hydrogen concentra-
ion were normalized on the same curve independent of the
ource volume of 5.2 and 37 m3 for each of the lean mixture,
toichiometric deflagrations, and the stoichiometric detonation,
howing that Sachs scaling held closely. Tang and Baker [4]
long with Dorofeev [5] have shown that the blast parameters
re dependent on the flame speed. The flame front velocity was
bout 40–45 m s−1 for a stoichiometric mixture, which is in good
greement with the data from the small-scale facility. The flame
elocity for the 20% H2 test was 30 m s−1, the flame velocity for
he 57% H2 test was about 11–12 m s−1, and the stoichiometric
etonation velocity was 1980 m s−1 in agreement with the C-J
etonation velocity.

.3. Tests with a 300-m3 source

A large-scale facility shown in Fig. 3 has been constructed
sing an aluminum geodesic dome frame to support the tent that
onfines the mixture. The test volume is 300 m3, or a scale factor
f two larger than the medium-scale source, and has a nominal
adius of about 5.2 m. The blast is measured inside the dome and
n the free field using pressure sensors. The flame front position
s monitored with ionization probes and Nanmac E-12-1-C-U
ast response thermocouples. Two Vatell HFM-8E/H heat flux
ensors (∼10 �s time-constant) are used to measure the radiated
eat from the event, and the test is documented by standard and
R video cameras.

Two stoichiometric deflagration tests have been performed
ith good repeatability. The flame front velocity appears to con-
inue to accelerate beyond the ranges measured for the small- and
edium-scale experiments. The examples of the overpressure

istories are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows that higher over-
ressures were observed on the 300-m3 volume than on the 5.2 Fig. 4. Influence of hydrogen/air volume, H2: 30%. Overpressure in free field.

Fig. 5. Sachs-scaled data for small-, medium-, and large-scale stoichiometric deflagrations.
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Fig. 6. Heat flux from deflagration (H2 30%, 300 m3).
r 37 m3 for the same scaled distance. Maximum heat flux of
bout 50 kW m−2 in about 1-s duration was observed at 22 m
way from the ignition point for 30% hydrogen deflagration as
hown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Tube modeling a tunne

Fig. 8. Hydrogen deflagration in a tube (3.74 m2 by 78.5 m-long) 3.7 m3 (140
ources 159 (2006) 144–148 147

.4. Large-scale release and deflagration of hydrogen

Hydrogen has been released upward to a free field through a
ozzle with a diameter of 42 mm from a storage system having
volume of 16.2 m3 with the initial pressure of 2.4 MPa. The

ydrogen plume spontaneously ignited at about 0.5 s after the
eginning of the release. About 0.8 kg of hydrogen was released
y the ignition. Observed at 20 m of the horizontal range from the
elease outlet were 5.1 kPa of peak overpressure and 26 Pa s of
mpulse. In comparison with static homogeneous 30% deflagra-
ion, higher overpressure and lower impulse were measured. Tur-
ulence of the hydrogen flow could influence the deflagration.

.5. Hydrogen deflagration in a tube

The tests were performed in a model tunnel that measured
.74 m2 in cross-sectional area by 78.5 m long, shown in Fig. 7,
o examine the effects of homogeneous hydrogen/air mixture

eflagration and hydrogen release deflagrations. For the homo-
eneous concentration tests, the gas mixture of 37 m3, or 3.7 m3,
olume was confined to a section of the tube by attaching a sheet
f polyethylene to the sides of the tube. The sheet was cut 100 ms

l and the cross-section.

m3 STP trailer cylinder, scaled volume). Scale factor = 0.2 (2.4 m/12 m).
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rior to ignition of the mixture. The pressure and impulse were
early constant over the tube length, showing a very significant
nhancement of the deflagration when compared with explo-
ions in the free field. Fig. 8 shows that the peak overpressures
nside the tube from 37 m3 of 30% hydrogen, 37 m3 of 20%
ydrogen, and 3.7 m3 of 30% hydrogen were about 120–160,
7–39, and 18–23 kPa, respectively. Sachs scaling of the over-
ressures from 3.7 to 37 m3 gave an estimated attenuation power
aw exponent of about 0.8. Release tests produced lean hydro-
en concentrations generating pressures below the measurement
apability of the sensors. For ventilated releases, the mixture
oncentrations were too lean to ignite. Thus, ventilating released
ydrogen is thought to significantly reduce the hazard caused by
eflagration.

. Summary and conclusions

The deflagration tests of homogeneous hydrogen concentra-
ion have been carried out at small scale, medium scale, and at
arge scale. Sachs scaling could be applied to small and medium
cales. The large-scale tests have shown pressures and impulses
igher than would be expected if scaling holds from smaller

cales. The flame front appears to continue to accelerate during
he propagation, suggesting the deflagration properties may be
cale dependent. The deflagrations of hydrogen inside a tube
ave generated a much higher pressure than in a free field. This

[

ources 159 (2006) 144–148

uggests that the hazard of released hydrogen could be reduced
hrough ventilation.
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